EHS group meeting

Lars Isaksson, Catharina Henje, Maria Göransdotter, Sara Eriksson, Helena Moliis

1. Last meetings’ protocol.

   Kitchen cleaning. Rats/mice are detected in the student kitchen. Anticimex (a company in Sweden that operates within the areas of pest control, hygiene services and building environments) is contacted. Lars will buy equipment needed for cleaning the student kitchen.

   Friendly signage. No signs have been designed during the summer. Marije de Haas will be contacted and informed to see how this can be managed.

   Bad smell from the garbage room. A new cooling construction has successfully been installed in the garbage room.

   Fumes from the laser cutter. If the entrance to the full scale studio is open when the laser cutter is in use, the fumes goes directly back in to UID due to the diminished air pressure in the building. A solution for this needs so be arranged. (Lars)

   New entrance to the Ma studio with card readers has successfully been installed and are up working.

2. Work environment group.

   Water temperature in the water pipes is dangerously too high (+75 Celsius). The Baltic group is informed. (Lars)

   Fire inspection report has arrived to UID. The systematic preventions with fire protection is reported to do just fine. Though some remarks on the renderings. A new fire inspection is to be done and forwarded before November 20. An overview of the routines for fire inspection is to be done. (Lars)

3. Gender equality and equal rights group

   Activities for gender and equal rights at UID are included in the joint Activity plan for the school. Continues the work with the document with the students' opinions regarding UID.

4. Sustainability group
5. **Fire prevention round**

Fire inspection planned during October, 2013.

6. **Other issues**

The Research group have an ongoing discussion about the lighting in the studio. When they know more, on a detailed level, what they want to do, they are requested to come in with a proposal to the EHS group. *(Titti)*

The room descriptions, the basic furnishing and equipment of the rooms at UID, needs to be updated. *(somebody from staff and Anders Hellström)*

A review of students’ office tables and office table lighting is ongoing by Andrea Hellström.

7. **Next meeting**

Tuesday, November 5 at 08:15 am.

Minutes taken by Catharina Henje